We present a large-scale study of commonality in liquidity and resilience across assets in an ultra high-frequency (millisecond-timestamped) Limit Order Book (LOB) dataset from a pan-European electronic equity trading facility. We first show that extant work in quantifying liquidity commonality through the degree of explanatory power of the dominant modes of variation of liquidity (extracted through Principal Component Analysis) fails to account for heavy tailed features in the data, thus producing potentially misleading results. We employ Independent Component Analysis, which both decorrelates the liquidity measures in the asset cross-section, but also reduces higher-order statistical dependencies.
This enables the comparison of liquidity resilience in the asset crosssection via functional linear sub-space decompositions and functional regression. The functional regression results presented here suggest that market factors for liquidity resilience (as extracted through functional principal components analysis) can explain between 10 and 40% of the variation in liquidity resilience at low liquidity thresholds, but are less explanatory at more extreme levels, where individual asset factors take effect.
Introduction
A modern challenge in financial econometrics is to summarise and study statistical features, or characteristics, of large-scale datasets, derived from unevenly-spaced observations at an ultra high-frequency rate. The massive data structure outlining the buying and selling interest in an asset is known as the Limit Order Book (LOB), and the challenge is to assess such data structures for a large number of assets, over an extended period time. In this regard, we present a novel perspective on understanding aspects of liquidity in the equity asset space and its cross-section, for a large pan-European electronic equity exchange.
The fluctuation of market liquidity has been suggested to originate from the adverse selection problem faced by market makers more than four decades ago [Bag71] . Since then, a rich literature has developed in single-asset liquidity, examining both the properties of liquidity measures in and of themselves, but also the effects of liquidity on asset pricing. As examples of the latter, we mention [AM86] , who model the effects of the spread on asset returns and find evidence of a 'liquidity premium', with assets with higher spreads commanding higher returns. [Ami02] confirm that a return-illiquidity relationship exists over time, but [Con86] finds less of an impact in multi-period models.
Since these earlier studies, access to massive high-frequency limit order data has allowed for significantly larger studies on liquidity across markets to be undertaken. This is a topical aspect of big data analysis in financial econometrics, and efforts to improve the understanding of liquidity evolution and co-evolution in the asset cross-section have recently been a focal issue of studies in equities, [HS01, KLVD12, RSWSZ13, SDS13] , commodities and futures [FMZ14, MNV13] and foreign exchange and bond markets [HJS14] .
There are several facets to this problem that are of interest, including how to define and quantify for these datasets different aspects of liquidity, as well as how to measure temporal commonality of such liquidity measures in the cross-section of assets. To this end, recent studies have focused on summarising the massive LOB data sets for each asset over time through either parametric time-series models, empirical estimates of liquidity measures or some combination of both, see for instance [MNV13] , [FMZ14] and [SDS13] .
Recent studies involving different assets for data from both primary and secondary exchanges have shown that for a number of different liquidity measures, one may observe a high degree of commonality in liquidity or, as we will show in this paper, commonality in illiquidity. In addition, there is documented evidence for some degree of time scale invariance in the commonality of liquidity [RV14] . For equities, the observed commonality is significant at both the market and the industry level [CRS00, HH01] , while [BCP09] also provide evidence of this, in both developed and emerging markets. The degree of commonality found across multiple different exchanges led the latter to comment that 'firm-level liquidity cannot be understood in isolation'. Liquidity co-movement has been found to be prevalent particularly during equity market breaks and debt market crises [HS01] .
The impetus for our line of research comes from the aforementioned literature, where commonality is quantified specifically via a projection based analysis, e.g. through principal component methods. [KS08] provides such a study for the equity market, while [MRW13] finds even greater commonality in foreign exchange rate liquidity. Typically, such studies involve first obtaining (or approximating, if detailed LOB data is unavailable) a liquidity measure over a particular period, e.g. the time series of concurrent measurements of the inside spread for a number of assets over a month. From these time series, one then obtains the first few principle components (PCs), which reflect the dominant modes of market wide liquidity behaviour. The time series observations for the liquidity of individual assets are then regressed against the market factors (given by the PCs), over the entire period. High values for the coefficient of determination in the regressions for different assets then indicate commonality in their liquidity.
Our first contribution is to show that, at least in the equity space, the assumption that one can capture all the features of the liquidity commonality via the sample covariance of liquidity measures for each asset, as in the PCA regression approach, will not always be appropriate. In particular, using only second order moments will not capture heavy tailed features observed in the empirical distribution of the liquidity for certain assets. The outcome of using only PCA methods, which are based on second moments, is that the analysis is then driven by the most illiquid assets, which act as outliers in the cross-sectional dataset. We therefore perform a projection-pursuit based ICA (Independent Component Analysis), which addresses this issue by incorporating higher order information, to assess commonality in liquidity for our equity data for both the spread and XLM liquidity measures.
In [Kyl85] , the notion of what comprises a liquidity measure is considered and the three core aspects that were identified were consequently adopted in the subsequent literature on this topic. These aspects are tightness, depth and resiliency. The commonality in the first two of these concepts have been considered in the aforementioned analyses on liquidity commonality (by quantifying commonality in the spread or depth of the LOB). The third aspect of liquidity, relating to resilience, is more difficult to address. Recently, in [PPDZ14] , a quantitative measure of resilience for any liquidity measure has been developed, based on standard survival regression models. The authors define the TED (Threshold Exceedance Duration) metric as the duration of liquidity deviations from a particular liquidity threshold. Such an approach then allows one to obtain TED information for different thresholds, and construct a curve of the expected TEDs as a function of the threshold, which they termed the Liquidity Resilience Profile (LRP).
Since LRPs are informative about the level of LOB liquidity replenishment for each asset, a commonality analysis can identify clusters of assets for which we would expect a swift return to a high liquidity levels after a shock. To the extent that liquidity replenishment in the millisecond environment is predominantly the domain of high-frequency market makers, LRPs can also indicate the presence or absence of such traders in particular assets. This is in line with the theoretical predictions of [FKK05] , who suggested that large spreads would be more common in markets dominated by impatient traders (those submitting aggressive market orders, rather than passive limit orders). Using the LRP curve as our building block, in this paper we extend the literature on liquidity commonality by quantifying commonality in liquidity resilience for two common liquidity measures, namely, the inside spread and the Xetra Liquidity Measure (XLM), a cost-of-round-trip type measure.
The LRP curves for 82 European stocks traded on the Chi-X on a particular day are first obtained through a smoothed functional data representation, in order to reduce the high dimensionality of the liquidity resilience data. The market factors contributing to the variation in daily liquidity resilience may then be obtained through a functional principal component analysis (FPCA) of the LRP curves. We demonstrate that there is a consistency in the shape of the first three functional principal components (FPCs) over time and then regress the LRPs for individual assets against these FPCs, interpreting their explanatory power as a measure of commonality in the liquidity resilience profile of the given asset with the market factors.
Functional linear regression yields a functional coefficient of determination, for the continuum of the domain of the function. This is a valuable in our analysis, as one can establish the range of liquidity thresholds for which a particular asset's resilience behaviour has commonalities with market factors. For the equities dataset under consideration, we found that the first 3 FPCs could explain between 10 and 40% of the variation in liquidity resilience at low liquidity thresholds. However, at more extreme liquidity exceedance thresholds, the commonality between individual asset liquidity resilience profile behaviour and market factors diminishes significantly, and individual asset factors take effect.
Our second contribution in this paper therefore fits into the extant liquidity commonality literature as a special case, as we investigate whether market resilience can explain liquidity replenishment behaviour in individual assets. We demonstrate that to undertake such a study one may now utilise the LRPs for a range of assets each day. This is important, as resilience is inextricably related to the rate of replenishment of orders after a liquidity shock, and as such, it must also be associated with the presence of liquidity providers in a particular market. Identifying commonality in liquidity resilience can therefore help one understand which assets are the focus of high-frequency market making strategies, and under what market conditions. This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 provides an overview of the extant literature in liquidity and commonality in the equities and FX asset classes. Section 3 quantifies the degree to which past findings are reflected in our data. Section 4 introduces the notion of liquidity resilience and the proxy studied in this paper. Section 5 introduces functional data analysis and its inherent advantages for modelling high-frequency, irregularly spaced financial data, and Section 6 explains how the functional LRP representation is obtained from discrete TED duration data. Section 7 delineates how we determine the main modes of variation in the daily LRP curves through functional principal component analysis. Section 8 presents the results of the functional principal component regression and interprets the findings. Section 9 concludes.
Liquidity in high frequency data
A number of liquidity measures, or proxy substitutes that approximate these measures, have been proposed, and these generally reflect one or more of the following aspects [Kyl85]:
1. Tightness, 'the cost of turning around a position over a short period of time'
2. Depth, 'the size of an order flow innovation required to change prices a given amount' 3. Resiliency, 'the speed with which prices recover from a random, uninformative shock.
Besides the ubiquitous bid-ask spread and variants thereof, discussed in detail by [HJS14] , examples of liquidity/illiquidity measures include price impact [BS96] , price reversal due to temporary price impact (studied in [Sta03] ), and the ratio of average absolute returns to trading volume [Ami02] . It should be noted that in many of these studies, liquidity measures are obtained by approximation, due to the great expense required to obtain highly detailed LOB data. An approximation for the spread, for example, can be obtained via the method of [Rol84] , using the first-order serial covariance of price changes. In measuring commonality, it is also common to obtain lower frequency proxies for liquidity ( [Ami02, Sta03] ), in order to reduce the data to a manageable size.
[GHT09] demonstrates the superiority of high-frequency liquidity benchmarks, compared to low-frequency proxies, while [MRW13] argues for the use of good quality data as a necessity for measuring the determinants of liquidity. In this paper, we use a millisecond-timestamped dataset to obtain liquidity data over a four month period, and through the reconstruction of the LOB, we do not need to rely on approximations of liquidity measures. This gives us the advantage of being able to obtain very accurate estimates of liquidity, and draw clear conclusions on liquidity commonality and liquidity resilience commonality.
Liquidity commonality in the asset cross-section and its implications
The majority of the literature discusses single asset liquidity and thus only captures individual variation in liquidity dynamics. Recently, however, there has been a burgeoning interest in studying the cross-sectional variation in liquidity in a number of assets over a period of time. One of the earliest studies to consider the co-movement of liquidity was in the work of [CRS00] . This was achieved through a simple parametric model setting, by regressing liquidity changes for each asset against market or industry liquidity changes.
The authors identified asset specific and aggregate market trading levels as being amongst the determinants of individual asset liquidity. Liquidity comovement was assumed to result from the risk of maintaining inventory in the presence of institutional funds with correlated trading patterns.
Since this study, a number of asset specific and liquidity measure specific studies have been developed to quantify commonality. [HS01] adopted a distinct framework, using a combination of PCA and canonical correlation analysis to study the commonality in liquidity measures for the Dow 30. This uncovered the most important across-asset common factors in the price discovery/liquidity provision process in equity markets. They found that both returns and order flows are characterised by common factors. The liquidity measures they considered included variants of the spread, depth and the ex-ante trading cost. They found that commonality in order flows can account for roughly two thirds of the commonality in returns, but the common factors in the liquidity proxies above are relatively low.
Adding to the findings of [CRS00] , the study of [DHW05] also demonstrated that liquidity commonality in the Australian Stock Exchange may be induced by the co-movement in supply and demand, which materialises in the LOB as the cross-sectional correlation in order types (market and limit orders). The economic justification for this order type co-movement stems from traders' efforts to minimise execution costs, by submitting limit orders in an illiquid market, and market orders in a liquid one. They then demonstrated a linkage between liquidity commonality and return co-movement, which they argued is a key component of portfolio selection. Interestingly, they also argued that in contrast to liquidity commonality, return commonality is less affected by the correlation of order types, but is more related to the co-movement of aspects of the order flow, and specifically, order direction and size.
Due to the recent developments in big data analytics and the increasing availability of data, the processing of massive, multi-asset, multiple-day high frequency LOB datasets has become more tenable. Consequently, there has been an increasing interest in extending the smaller studies discussed above to encompass multiple days, assets and exchanges. Studies such as those by [BCP09] begin to employ similar techniques to identify possible commonality across massive datasets. In this study, they consider 47 markets (exchanges) in 38 countries. In addition to the exchange-level commonality identified by [CRS00] , they find a global component in bid-ask spreads and depths, as well as regional components.
Similarly, an analysis of a massive dataset of more than 4000 firms over almost 20 years by [KS08] found that approximately 50% of the time-series variation in firm-level quoted and effective spreads can be explained by the first 3 principal components, and their results suggest liquidity risk as being a priced factor in stock returns. More recently, [KLVD12] considered daily equity data for 21,328 stocks in 40 developed and emerging countries between 1995 and 2004. They are able to demonstrate commonality in returns, liquidity and turnover and they explain this commonality by features on both the supply and demand sides of the market. On the supply side, they considered factors relating to funding liquidity of financial intermediaries and on the demand side, factors related to investor protections, investor sentiment and trading behaviour of institutions.
In the FX space, utilising a dataset considering 40 FX rate liquidities over an extended period of 20 years, [KRS13] found that commonality can explain an average of 36% of the variation in liquidity. However, this is higher in currencies in developed countries, as well as in times of market distress. The computational constraints of undertaking analysis across such an extended period of time are handled by extracting individual FX rate liquidity through PCA across the three best low frequency liquidity proxies (the ones most highly correlated to high frequency proxies). The authors find that co-movements of FX rate liquidities are strong for at least the last 20 years, and, certainly, significantly stronger that in the equities asset class.
Understanding liquidity commonality is crucial for the success of strategies like the carry trade. For 9 currency pairs, [MRW13] document strong contemporaneous comovements across exchange rate liquidities, and extract common information across 5 different liquidity measures. In common with the work presented in this paper, they are able to utilise a high quality dataset and thus do not rely on approximating measures of liquidity to perform their analysis. They use both averaging (used previously by [CRS00] and [Sta03] and PCA (used by [HS01] and [KS08] ) to extract market-wide liquidity. They test for commonality by regressing individual liquidity measures against the first component for every exchange rate, and find that this explains between 70 and 90% of the variation.
Notation and liquidity measures
In general we will reserve upper case letters to denote random variables, bold for random vectors and lower case letters for the realizations of these random variables and vectors. In addition we utilise the following notation for a single asset, on a single trading day.
• a denotes the ask, b denotes the bid ∈ N n is an RV for the volume of orders (in terms of the number of shares) at the i th level bid at time t
• LM t is an RV at time t for the generic proxy of the liquidity measure.
In this paper we consider the following commonly used measures of liquidity: the inside spread given by LM t := S t = P a,1 t − P b,1 t ; and the Xetra Liquidity Measure (XLM)
where we set R = min(25000, i T V
e. the minimum of 25000 of the local currency (GBP, EUR or CHF) and the volume available on either side of the LOB.
In terms of the aspects of liquidity delineated above, the inside spread reflects the tightness aspect, while the XLM, as a Cost of Round Trip (CRT) measure, is also descriptive of the depth of volume at each level of the LOB. Whereas R is fixed in the definition of the measure on the Xetra exchange 1 , we allowed it to vary, so that the measure was still defined when there is insufficient volume in the LOB.
3 Liquidity commonality in a secondary market (Chi-X): PCA, ICA and regression
The dataset that we consider here is from Chi-X, a secondary pan-European equity multilateral trading facility (MTF), which operates as a pure LOB. It contains the entire LOB activity for a large number of assets, for the period between January and April 2012. That is, it includes every limit order submission, execution and cancellation in that period for each asset, some of which consist of several hundred thousand events daily, and with timestamps that are accurate to the millisecond. We can then rebuild the LOB from 'flat' order files, in order to extract liquidity measures and other variables of interest without resorting to approximations. We first revisit the standard PCA regression approach for liquidity commonality analysis for a selection of 82 of the most liquid stocks on Chi-X, from 3 countries (UK, France and Germany) and 10 different industries, for which further information is provided in Appendix C, Table 1 . In order to perform such an analysis, one has to ensure that the liquidity measurements for all assets are at regular intervals throughout the trading day. Since the LOB for each asset is an event-driven stochastic process, we need to sample the process to obtain evenly-spaced observations of liquidity, in order to perform a PCA analysis. We thus perform a pre-processing step, first constructing the LOB for each asset and then sampling to obtain liquidity measurements aligned at 1 second intervals. We thus obtain measurements of the spread and XLM every second, for all 82 assets, throughout the 4 month period under consideration.
We then perform PCA on the liquidity data every day, and regress the liquidity of individual assets against the first 3 PCs (which we consider to be the market factors). This is similar to the analysis undertaken, e.g. in [MRW13] , and allows us to investigate temporal commonality in liquidity throughout a day. Performing a daily regression (rather than a regression over the entire period as in [MRW13] ) enables us to assess the fit over time and identify features that would otherwise be lost through time averaging and smoothing the signal. Figure 1 shows the R 2 scores of the regression for every asset on a randomly selected day, where the assets are broken down by country and by sector. For most assets and for both the spread and the XLM, the R 2 score is around 25%, although we notice that there are particular assets (e.g. NEXp, WCHd) which have very high R 2 scores.
Similar results are observed consistently throughout the 4 month period. A summary of the explanatory power of the PCA regression for every asset over time is provided in Figure 3 . The high R 2 scores for certain assets imply that the first few 'market' PCs for the liquidity measures, which are obtained from the cross-section of all assets on a given day, essentially mirror the liquidity of these few particular assets. That is, the PCA and resulting commonality analysis is driven by those assets. This is a feature we would like to understand, as it has not been discussed previously in the literature.
To further investigate this feature, in Figure 2 we present a plot of the spread and XLM on a randomly selected day for one of the assets with high R 2 (Nexans SA, stock symbol NEXp) and contrast it with the same liquidity measures for a second randomly selected stock with low PCA regression The labels indicate the Chi-X symbol of every asset.
coefficient of determination (Barlcays -stock symbol BARCl). When contrasting these liquidity profiles, we note the very distinct spikes for NEXp, in both liquidity measures, indicating a heavy tailed distribution for these liquidity measures for this asset. Heavy tailed features of liquidity were also observed in the other assets which had exceptionally high R 2 values in the PCA regression. If one performs the standard PCA approach to extract market factors affecting liquidity, one would see that due to some relatively illiquid periods in the day for certain assets, these assets will dominate the PCA decomposition. This would therefore give a misleading picture of the market contribution to liquidity. If the PCs were then used in a regression, one would then expect that the explanatory power of the PCs for the assets which did not feature such illiquidity spikes would be fairly low, as is the case here.
Removing the two assets which regularly appear to drive the commonality does not solve the issue, as other assets which contain heavy tailed features then become more prominent. In general, we find a large number of assets whose liquidity measures, to varying degrees, are heavy tailed. We note that these features were not reported in the work of [MRW13] , although liquidity in the foreign exchange markets which they investigate is generally much higher than in the equity markets, and therefore such heavy tails may not feature in the distributions of the liquidity measures they consider. Heavy tailed distributions in LOB depth are not specific to equities, however, as they have been identified and studied in [RPD12] also.
In light of these results, we would suggest that the explanatory power of PCs extracted through liquidity data with heavy tailed features may instead be interpreted as the degree of illiquidity commonality. This is because the leading PCs do not accurately reflect market liquidity, but rather the liquidity of the most illiquid assets. Our analysis reveals that the liquidity for most assets is poorly explained by these illiquid assets, and that there may therefore be, perhaps indirectly, a commonality in the liquidity of the remaining assets. However, this remains to still be studied. This is a different explanatory mechanism for the observed liquidity commonality features in the asset cross-section, compared to those discussed in [CRS00] , [DHW05] and [HS01] .
One important aspect of our analysis is to highlight the importance of considering the appropriateness of the statistical techniques for largescale datasets before routine application, see discussion on such matters in the PCA context in [CLMW11] . We also suggest that the summary statistic or measure one selects for the datasets, in this case the liquidity measure, should be chosen appropriately so as to satisfy the assumptions of the statistical analysis being performed to assess commonality. Based on these findings we argue that it would be pertinent to therefore either consider alternative liquidity measures that don't demonstrate these statistical heavy tailed features so that PCA regressions may still be applied accurately, or to modify the approach adopted for the PCA to account for heavy tailed data, such as via the techniques discussed in [CMM09] and [LO13] . As a third and perhaps more appropriate alternative, particularly for these large-scale high-frequency LOB liquidity measure datasets exhibiting marginal heavy tailed features, one could instead utilise Independent Component Analysis (ICA). 
Independent Component Analysis and Projection Pursuit
In this section we perform a commonality study of liquidity based on higher order moments, to assess if commonality is still observed in our data having accounted adequately for heavy tailed features of the data. When liquidity measures in the asset cross-section are either heavy tailed, non-linear in the relationship with a market driving factor, or non-stationary, then one may resort to other forms of decomposition such as ICA, see discussion in [HKO04] . ICA methods, in contrast to the correlation-based transformations obtained in PCA for the market liquidity factors, not only de-correlate the liquidity measures in the asset cross-section each day, but also reduce higherorder statistical dependencies. There have been a few studies linking ICA with regression, such as [HO97] , [SWHC06] and [KKK08] , however this is a relatively under-explored area. Whereas PCA minimises the covariance of the data, ICA minimises higher-order statistics such as the fourth-order cumulant (or kurtosis), thus minimising the mutual information of the output. Specifically, PCA yields orthogonal vectors of high energy content in terms of the variance of the signals, whereas ICA identifies independent components for non-Gaussian signals.
The ICA model equation is an under-determined system and one cannot determine the variances of the independent components. Therefore, one cannot rank the order of dominant components as in PCA, where there is a ranking given by the eigenvalues. In this paper we therefore consider a projection pursuit (PP) based approach, which enables us to select the three leading ICA components, based on a maximization of the negative entropy; see discussion in [GF96] .
After regressing each asset's liquidity against the first three ICA components selected via PP, every day, we again obtained strong evidence to suggest that the assets dominating the PCA analysis due to Gaussianity violations, such as Nexans SA, also correspond to those that were very well explained in a linear projection by the ICA components. The coefficients of determination for the daily regressions for the other assets in the analysis are displayed in boxplots in Subplot 3 of Figure 3 . In this case, after accounting for higher order statistical features of the cross-section of asset liquidity profiles, if individual assets have weak coefficients of determination with the independent components then this suggests that in a linear structure, these assets display liquidity commonality.
Liquidity resilience for high frequency data
In addition to the considerations regarding the appropriateness of the statistical assumptions for an analysis of commonality, we note that existing liquidity commonality approaches only reflect the aspects of liquidity measure chosen. In the case of the spread, this would be the tightness, and in the case of the XLM, it would also reflect the depth. However, since such measures cannot quantify liquidity resilience (which can be understood as the speed of liquidity replenishment), the associated commonality analysis will not reflect this aspect of liquidity either. Here, we extend the analysis to determine if the liquidity commonality observed is also present when one incorporates notions of resilience.
We employ the resilience notion of [PPDZ14] , which was based on the idea of the Threshold Exceedance Duration (TED):
Definition 4.1 The threshold exceedance duration (TED) is the length of time between the point at which a liquidity measure deviates from a threshold liquidity level (in the direction of less liquidity), and the first point in time at which it returns to at least that level again.
In Appendix A, we explain how one can use a parametric survival regression model to model the variation in the TEDs over time, where the duration variable of interest is denoted by τ T ED . Using this formulation, one can obtain model based estimates of the expected (log) duration of an exceedance over a chosen threshold j of the liquidity measure, i.
e. E[ln(τ T ED,[j] )|β, x]
given selected covariates x that are based on the LOB structure, explained in Appendix A and in detail in [PPDZ14] . Alternative notions of liquidity resilience have been suggested by [Kyl85] , as the speed with which prices recover from a random, uninformative shock, or by [FKK05] , as the probability of the spread reverting back to its former level before the next trade. The TED metric is more general, however, as it allows one to select both the liquidity measure and the threshold liquidity level of interest. For example, a brokerage firm executing an algorithm would be interested in deviations from a high liquidity threshold level to minimise execution costs, while a regulator might be interested in exceedances below a critically low threshold level, as part of its review into market quality.
Summarising resilience behaviour
Under the TED formulation of [PPDZ14] , E[ln(τ T ED,[j] )|β, x] can be obtained for a large range of liquidity thresholds which can be combined to obtain the Liquidity Resilience Profile (LRP). The LRP is a summary of the expected resilience behaviour of an asset across different liquidity thresholds:
Definition 4.2 The daily Liquidity Resilience Profile is a curve of the expected TEDs as a function of the liquidity threshold, given the state of the LOB, as quantified by the covariates characterising the LOB for the given asset. To facilitate comparison between the liquidity resilience behaviour of assets at different threshold levels, we present results for the logarithm of the expected TED, i.e. we calculate E[ln(τ T ED, [j] )|β [j] , x [j] ], where the j are threshold levels j = 1, . . . , 9 corresponding to deciles of the empirical spread or XLM distribution. We can then identify the commonality in the expected TED over the median spread, or the 9th decile of the XLM, for example. We explain how the smooth functional representation is obtained in the following section.
We should note here that we will diverge somewhat from previous analyses, which only quantified the temporal commonality between the liquidity of individual assets. The temporal component of liquidity resilience commonality is captured through the similarity in the expected daily exceedance times over a threshold (measured through the TED metric). However, as we have obtained a representation of the expected exceedance time as a function of the level of the threshold, we can also quantify this commonality at different thresholds.
The functional representation enables us to then establish whether such commonality in liquidity resilience behaviour exists at any or all levels of the liquidity measure. The part of the curve corresponding to low thresholds of the spread or XLM indicates the expected time to return to a high level of liquidity, which would interest a brokerage house trying to minimise execution costs. The part of the curve corresponding to high thresholds, on the other hand, indicates the expected duration of periods with very low liquidity, which could be considered by a regulator as part of their efforts to ensure uninterrupted liquidity in financial markets.
Functional data analysis characterisations of massive LOB data sets
In the analysis of financial data, one often has to deal with the issue of the high dimensionality of the data sets under consideration. We argue that there are significant advantages in summarising such high dimensional massive data sets under a functional characterisation. Functional data analysis (FDA) is a statistical approach that can be used to reduce the dimensionality of the problem, like a PCA analysis, but it allows one to capture additional features and perform analysis that are not possible in standard PCA approaches in the Euclidean space. FDA has several advantages compared to multivariate analysis [CHDH11] . It can achieve a parsimonious representation of an entire series of measurements from a single source, as a single functional entity, rather than a set of discrete values. It can also account for the ordering of the data (time-based or otherwise) through smoothing, as it is unlikely that adjacent values will vary by a large amount [Ram06] . In addition, compared to multivariate analysis, it does not require that concurrent measurements are taken from every source of information. For these reasons, FDA would be highly appropriate for the analysis of unevenly spaced and high dimensional financial data. Detailed accounts of each aspect of FDA are provided in the text of [Ram06] .
Once a functional representation is obtained, one can explore functional equivalents of analyses performed in the multivariate space. For example, one can perform functional principal components analysis (FPCA) to extract the leading eigenfunctions characterising the functional dataset. Canonical correlation analysis can also be applied in the functional space, in order to investigate the modes of variability in two sets of functions that are most associated with one another. There are different ways in which one can build a functional linear model, with either a functional dependent variable, a set of functional covariates, or both [Ram06] . We use the concurrent model in this paper, involving a form of functions on functions regression, where we assume that the response is only affected by the dependent variables at the same point of the domain of the functions.
In the next section we detail how one can use FDA to obtain functional representations of LRPs, and FPCA to extract the dominant modes of variation every day for the asset cross-section. In addition, we will build a concurrent functional multiple regression model to quantify the explanatory power of the functional principal components (FPCs) for the LRPs of individual assets.
Functional data summaries: smoothed functional representations for LRPs
Functional data analysis is the study of functional data, where the domain of the function is usually time, but could be frequency, space, or in our case, thresholds of a liquidity measure. It differs from multivariate analysis methods such as time series modelling in its imposition of smoothness constraints:
where the x(u) is considered to be a smooth functional data observed at certain points u = (u 1 , . . . , u n ), in the presence of noise, to get observations y = (y 1 , . . . , y n ). FDA then enables us to describe the variation in functional data, obtain derivatives and cluster curves according to their similarity. In this paper our interest is in the expected liquidity resilience behaviour of every asset for different thresholds. In this context, the dependent y j is
, where the j are threshold levels j = 1, . . . , 9, defined as deciles of the empirical distribution of the liquidity measure. We will first explain how to obtain a smoothed representation x(u) of the liquidity resilience profile of every asset, and then determine whether the dominant modes of variation over the different assets can be explanatory for the resilience of individual assets over the long term.
Defining a basis system for functional data representation
The first challenge is obtaining a functional data representation of discrete (and possibly noisy) observations of the daily LRPs for each asset. We can represent the LRP function x(u) on a given day, for a given asset, using a basis expansion method, where a linear combination of the K basis functions φ k (u) (with coefficients c k ) can approximate a smooth function for a sufficiently large K:
If we then have N functions then
Common examples of bases used in FDA include Fourier bases, which are useful when data is periodic, and spline bases, of which several may be considered (B-splines, M-splines, I-splines etc.). Splines are piecewise polynomials, taking values in sub-intervals of the observation range. They are defined by:
• the range [u 0 , u L ] in which they take values;
• the order m of the spline, which is one higher than the highest degree polynomial;
• break points and knots, or the points which divide the observation range. Over a particular subinterval, the order of the polynomial is fixed. There can be several knots at a particular break point, if more than one basis function takes values in an adjacent subinterval.
We choose a B-spline basis here, and B-splines are defined recursively from lower order B-splines as follows:
with i B i,j (u) = 1 and
The spline function S(u) is then defined as
This formulation means that a basis function is positive over at most m subintervals (this is called the compact support property), making estimation efficient. In our application, we obtain the LRP curve as a functional representation of the daily expected conditional log TED at each threshold. We achieve this via a cubic B-spline basis (i.e. the order m = 4). There is a continuity and smoothness restriction that adjacent polynomials (and first two derivatives) are constrained to be equal at the knots. In the range of observation thresholds [u 0 , u L ] we consider L − 1 interior knots, the interior knot sequence is generically denoted by u = (u 1 , . . . , u L−1 ). This produces a total of m + L − 1 basis functions for the function representation we adopt for the LRP of each asset each day.
We thus have to select the number of breakpoints (i.e. the value of L) and the number of basis functions K to use in the B-spline basis, although selecting a value for one will determine the other. As our curves are constructed over 9 thresholds of the liquidity measure, we select L = 4 in order to obtain a parsimonious representation of the LRP.
Estimation of functional representations of LRPs
We perform linear regression on the basis functions to obtain the coefficient vector c, i.e. by minimising the sum of squared errors
where Φ is an N by K matrix containing φ j (t k ). The OLS estimate iŝ
and the vector of fitted values iŝ
from which we can see that Φ(Φ T Φ) −1 Φ T acts as a simple linear smoother. This approximation is only appropriate if we assume i.i.d errors, but this is not often the case with functional data. In order to enforce smoothness, we can add a roughness penalty to the least squares criterion
where λ is a tuning parameter and J(x) measures roughness, for example through the curvature J 2 (x) = u [D 2 x(u)] 2 du, or, more generally, using any linear differential operator
du . We impose the J 2 roughness penalty in the estimation, as in areas where the function is highly variable, the square of the second derivative will be large. A theorem from [DB01] shows that when choosing J 2 (x) = u [D 2 x(u)] 2 du, a cubic spline with knots at points u j minimises P EN SSE λ . Spline smoothing with the roughness penalty above is still a linear operation, where the smoother is now (Φ T Φ + λR) −1 Φ T , where
see [Ram06] for a derivation. This is usually computed by numerical integration. The last point is choosing the smoothing parameter λ, and a widely used approach is the generalised cross-validation (GCV) method proposed by [CW78] . One can use the generalised cross-validation measure, whereby minimisation of the criterion is a method to select λ. For each asset, on every day, we calculate the GCV value on a fine grid, and present in Figure  10 in the histogram of the values of λ corresponding to the lowest GCV. We find that these values concentrate at very low levels and very high levels. However, empirical analysis shows that using a large smoothing parameter (close to 1) leads to oversmoothing, and we lose some of the interesting features in the data. For this reason, we choose to use the same parameter λ = 0.02 for every asset, on every day. We summarise the result of this data preparation in Figure 6 for the LRPs for all assets for both the spread and the XLM, obtained using the B-spline basis and roughness penalisation method described above. There is variation in the LRPs of individual assets over time, and this justifies our choice of investigating liquidity resilience (and its commonality) daily first. The darker shaded area shows that there is a clustering of LRPs across assets and across time, and this is a first visual confirmation of commonality in liquidity resilience over the different (relative) liquidity measure thresholds. Now that we have estimated smoothed representations of the daily LRPs for every asset, we will treat them as the observed data that we will analyse to quantify any commonality.
Functional principal components analysis
We now evaluate the market factors characterising the asset cross-section functional LRP profiles each day. In functional principal components analysis (FPCA), we seek the dominant modes of variation over a set of curves.
As an example of PCA in the multivariate space, [HS01] and [KS08] characterise market-wide liquidity as the first principal component of individual FX rates. We focus on the functional equivalent, but want to characterise the resilience of liquidity, rather than liquidity itself. We then determine the extent to which these can be explanatory for individual asset resilience over time.
Specifically, given smoothed functional data {x i (u)} i∈1:I , we are searching for the weight functions ξ, such that the corresponding scores
have the largest possible variation. That is, weight function ξ 1 should maximise
subject to the constraint ξ(u) 2 du = 1. In this context, ξ 1 will be the 
and the covariance operator V
This operator has orthonormal eigenfunctions ξ 1 , . . . , ξ K , with eigenvalues Figure 7 we project the first three leading market liquidity resilience factors from the FPCA from every daily dataset onto the same axes, in order to understand whether the dominant modes of variation vary over time. In the vein of the liquidity commonality literature, we will call these the market factors of resilience. We note that the first FPC is fairly constant over time, and is greater at higher threshold levels for the spread. This indicates that the market component of resilience is important for explaining deviations from more extreme levels of the spread. Once we consider a liquidity measure which takes depth into account, however, such as the XLM, the opposite seems to apply: we observe that the contribution of the first FPC from the daily XLM liquidity resilience profiles tends to decrease at higher thresholds.
There are two distinct modes for the second FPC, which become almost identical, if one is flipped across the x-axis, and this is the case for both the spread and the XLM. We find that for some assets, multiplying the second PC by the score for that asset almost eliminates the second mode of variation and thus the effect of the second PC becomes relatively constant over time.
Functional principal component regression for LRPs
Recall that [MRW13] regress individual exchange rate liquidity against the principal component obtained over all rates, and interpret the R 2 coefficient of determination for every asset as the degree of commonality. For our study of liquidity resilience commonality we perform a similar regression idea except we extend this in our case to the functional space setting. The functional principal components obtained every day that characterize the market liquidity resilience factors will now be used as functional covariates, in order to explain the variation in LRPs for individual assets inter-daily. A linear regression model relating a functional response to a collection of functional covariates at the same points is called a concurrent model and is given as follows:
where t is the day index, β 0 is the intercept function, and the β j are coefficient functions of the covariate functions ξ j i.e. the market functional PCs. β 0 could also be considered as being the product with a constant function whose value is always one. Let the t by q matrix Z contain the covariate functions ξ j,t . In matrix notation, the concurrent functional linear model is given by
and the fitting criterion (if we also include a roughness penalty J(β j )) becomes
where r(u) = x(u) − Z(u)β(u). For the estimation method utilised see details in [Ram06] . Threshold(decile) Adjusted R SquaredThe entire functional PCA regression procedure is summarised in the following steps:
1. We first obtain functional representations of the LRP for every asset on every day.
2. We then extract the first 3 components from the LRPs every day, which will serve as our covariates.
3. We set up a basis for the coefficient functions β 0 , β 1 , β 2 , β 3 .
4. Finally, we take LRPs for a single asset over time (this will be the dependent variable) and run the regression.
Here β 0 will have a constant basis, while for β 1 , β 2 , β 3 we set up a cubic spline basis as before, but with 5 basis functions. We imposed the same J 2 roughness penalisation as before, in order to avoid possible overfitting. We can assess the quality of the fit for asset i using the R 2 function
We should note that in our results we omit the intercept function β 0 , as it did not increase the explanatory power of the regression. We present the R 2 function for two assets , where we can now observe the explanatory power of the regression at different threshold levels. That is at threshold level u, R 2 (u) denotes the proportion of variation in the LRP of an individual asset at threshold u that is explained by the first 3 components obtained from the FPCA analysis, again at level u. The R 2 varies as we alter u, and this is consistent across assets, as we can see in Figure 8 . The advantage of this representation is that we can identify the ranges of u liquidity thresholds for which the principal components are more or less explanatory over time. We note that in the case of the spread, the PCs are explanatory about the initial part of the curve, that is, where we consider deviations from relatively low spreads. Just as market factors (principal components) extracted from the spreads of individual assets can explain around 25%of the variation in the absolute level of the spread for these assets (as we had noted in Figure  3 ), PCs extracted from the LRPs can explain between 10 and 40% of the variation in the expected duration of spread deviations, at least at lower spreads. Once we consider deviations from higher spreads, the explanatory power of market factors drops sharply.
This indicates that there are additional factors that become important at higher liquidity levels, which are specific for each asset. A possible ex-planation for this would be a difference in the efficiency of market making between assets. As there are varying requirements for market making for assets in different jurisdictions, it is possible that in certain assets, market makers can stop operating in more illiquid LOB regimes, to avoid building any position that would then be costly to unwind. This would mean that for those assets, the expected duration of deviations above greater levels of the spread would be higher, as there would be fewer market participants willing to replenish the market after a shock.
In the case of the XLM, we find that the commonality in liquidity resilience -which we again measure through the explanatory power of the market factors, extracted through the functional PCA -is markedly lower than the corresponding temporal commonality of the XLM across assets. A possible reason for the lower adjusted R 2 levels for the XLM compared to the respective figures for the spread is that while market makers may act similarly in trying to tighten the spread after a shock, they are less inclined to post large volumes in the LOB for certain assets, in order to avoid excess exposure in a market where it will be costly to unwind a position.
Conclusion
We have reviewed the performance of the standard approach for measuring liquidity commonality through principal components regression, on a massive dataset from a pan-European equity venue. We have shown that the assumption that one can capture the most important features of liquidity commonality, through methods which are based on second moments, will not always be appropriate. We therefore perform a projection-pursuit based ICA (Independent Component Analysis), which addresses this issue by incorporating higher order information, to assess commonality in liquidity.
The standard approach to liquidity commonality fails to capture commonality in the resilience of liquidity, or the speed of replenishment of the LOB. We addressed this by proposing an approach to quantify the commonality in liquidity resilience (as characterised by [PPDZ14] ) by first obtaining a functional representation of resilience and then measuring the explanatory power of market factors extracted from the asset cross-section. We have shown that functional data analysis can be very valuable for characterising features of massive datasets, such as those extracted from high-frequency LOB data, as it can vastly reduce the dimensionality of the data and make comparisons between assets possible.
Our results suggest that market factors for liquidity resilience (as cap-tured by functional principal components analysis) can explain between 10 and 40% of the time required for the spread to return to a low threshold level after a shock. The same market factors are found to be much less explanatory if we consider higher threshold levels of the spread. Once we also consider a liquidity measure that takes depth into account, such as the XLM, the explanatory power diminishes significantly. We have interpreted these results through the prism of market making activity in the LOB. While market makers may act similarly in trying to tighten the spread after a shock, they are less inclined to post large volumes in the LOB for certain assets, in order to avoid excess exposure. We also identified the possible absence of quoting obligations for certain assets to be a contributing factor to explaining these outcomes.
Contrasting these results with our liquidity commonality findings, we find that temporal commonality in the liquidity measures does not necessarily entail commonality in liquidity resilience. We would argue that this has positive implications for market quality, as it indicates that slow liquidity replenishment in certain assets is not necessarily contagious for the market. Future studies will further explore the economic ramifications of these findings in detail.
A Modelling the TED
We define the time of exceedance T i and exceedance duration τ T ED i formally as follows:
• T i will denote the i-th random time instant in a trading day that the liquidity measure LM T i upcrosses the threshold c, i.e. T i = inf t : LM t > c, t > T i−1 + τ TED i−1 , t >
• τ TED i is the duration of time in ms that the liquidity measure LM t remains above the threshold c, i.e. τ TED i = inf {t : LM T i +t ≤ c, t > 0}
[PPDZ14] modelled the variation in TED observations using a survival regression model, where they assumed a flexible 3 parameter Generalised Gamma distribution: • The total number of asks in the first 5 levels of the LOB at time t, obtained according to x
(where |·| is the number of orders at a particular level)
• The total number of bids in the first 5 levels of the LOB at time t, obtained according to x • The instantaneous value of the liquidity measure (spread or XLM) at the point at which the i-th exceedance occurs, which is given by x 
